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Going into Swami’s Birthday 1999 

Jesus Channels and the Cosmic Energies 

 Teaching in the Baba Temple 

January 7, 1999 

 

Swami: Today is - I want to teach, is it ok? Meditate everybody much hours 

tonight, then I will tell what is the reason after meditating, after maybe next 

couple days - I will explain that.  

Mainly today is my special day. My soul at midnight, twelve o’clock is coming 

from, is started from the cosmic so the twelve o’clock is the really, really greatest 

time to get any person to suck lot of energy. This is the greatest opportunity to 

heal your soul and to whatever your desires in this form on earth, whatever you 

have the desires in this lifetime. Exactly from twelve o’clock the strong energy is 

coming to this place and it is staying five hours in this place, so better to do 

meditation everybody. Have a great mediation at least couple hours from exactly, 

from midnight twelve o’clock to two-thirty, three.  

My real chapter on this Earth - these supernatural souls sent to me on Earth by 

midnight twelve o’clock. They gave the post, “Now you can go to the kingdom of 

the Earth.” You understood? In my life the January 8th coming, 7th ending, the 

period, the zero hours from... that's the really greatest holy time. Whatever my 

good students, all students really have the good confidence, who have the really 

good channels to suck energy - everybody can easily can suck. When you are 

sucking the energy, then you chanting whatever you have desires in your heart. 

Whatever desires in your heart, “I want this, I want that, I want this,” like few 

desire - strongly you pray on that, totally one hundred to one hundred percent it 

will be so, by grace of God. So, it’s good opportunity. Even though if it is not 

happening, still God testing on yours, but I hope positively strong, greatest time 



this moments up to early morning, four am.  

So, after eleven-thirty, twelve, I am going to sit in the meditation up to four am. 

Very deepest meditations, strong meditations - the channels from the cosmic, 

from the chakras connecting to the whole universal souls, holy saints’ souls – 

connecting, getting the visions. Every holy soul have the one time opportunity, 

their body birth on earth time. Any saint who came on earth, they have only one 

time greatest opportunity to connect whole the planets to get the visions. At a 

time, everybody must be... to connect that soul who was ruling the people, who 

was helping the people - some souls. They must connected to him to give the 

blessing to be, say, pleasant and happy. (side talk with a student) Any use? Good, 

I thought just you missed, then she have the really psychic, see? So, is the really 

greatest opportunity to do the meditations tonight - everybody must meditate. (a 

discussion with a Japanese student) Speak English, happy journey?  

Student: Yes.  

Swami: Everything done?  

Student: Everything done.  

Swami: Good, right - take hot shower, take hot shower...  

Student: Before go, need English stamp. No more stamp, sorry disturb.  

Swami: He's my boy, he's doing good hard work. Am I torturing you?  

Monika L:  Of course…  

Swami: Really?  

Monika L: No, well I shouldn't say that because then you'll do that. (Laughing) 

Swami: Don't misunderstood, everything I will do.  

Student:  Swami, eh. (showing some papers)  

Swami: No, that is last time.  

Student: Yes. Ah, also everything finish. Ah, January 28th, 29th to Tokyo, arrive on 

29th.  



Swami: Done. Done.  

Student: So, who making this one Jagganathan? Morning time putting the travel 

visa - evening time get?  

Swami: Again check the embassy?  

Student: No need one more time the Japan Embassy.  

Swami: I can do that. I can do that.  

Student: So, twenty-eighth morning time arrive to...  

Swami: Sure, I will talk to you later. Thank you very much.  

Student: You're welcome. Everything finish, they are planning everything.  

Swami: Ok, no problem, so take shower, then I will come - I'm coming there. 

Everybody's little nervous. Swami's preparing something to go somewhere else? 

Few people are thinking. I know who are they... It's ok.  

So, by midnight, twelve o’clock up to early morning four am - try to connect to 

everybody with your whole-heartedly. Forget all your, whatever your things - 

throw it away. Sit very peacefully wherever you want relax, think on the Jesus. This 

year is very strongly indicates to the Jesus. Whatever you have, the prayers in 

your mind - just you think on him. When anybody starts on him, immediately he 

appears in your third-eye - automatically everybody goes in the trance.  

There is a chance your Swami is going to talk few persons, like one or two 

persons, I’m not sure, one or two persons to making to prove the God energy 

today, the God energy to see with their own eyes, to practically, “What is that?” 

At anytime I can come, “Hi, here it is,” two minutes, "Bye-bye." But if I show to 

any person don’t grow up the jealousy, “Why he, why I'm not?” Make it easy. 

Make it friendly. The energy is for everybody's in my circles, you understood? 

Everybody, everybody’s souls is in my control - it's the greatest boon that is my 

pleasure. These my messages, the God messages through me, everybody sharing 

in the world in the global very powerfully. Unbelievable, powerfully everybody 

sharing the information whatever you learn from Swami Kaleshwar, everybody 

teaching that. Huge result is coming. That’s only everybody have the real life on 

this - your life on this planet. Not to be like a business magnate, not to be like a 

making a lot, lot of money. Of course every person get greatest with their 



financial situations, they will be successful. That's my personal word to everybody. 

I’ll pray to the God. If you don’t want in your life, “I don’t want these all things, 

just I want only moksha. I don’t want prosperity, I don't want name and fame, I 

want only the moksha.” Who wants to do that, I’ll bless that.  

Whatever today your people, everybody to pray, depending on your prayers… 

This year is in my life, like twenty-six. How old I am? Twenty-Six?  

Clint: Twenty-seven?  

Monika L: Twenty-six.  

Myuri: Twenty-six running.  

Swami: Up to now I am twenty-six not twenty-seven. After couple hours after, I’m 

twenty-seven.  

Clint: Uh-huh, ok.  

Ramakrishna: You can be twenty-eight if you want, whatever you want?  

Swami: Comparison with many people I'm very young. Why everybody's insulting 

some people? So, in my lifetime this year from this January 8th to, up to next 

years January 8th, is really, really greatest time in my life - powerful Shakti time. 

Like there the result, making everything clearance. You understood?  

Students: Yes.  

Swami: Like last year Swami, and this year Swami, like thousand times different. 

Everybody can see last year. Everybody just enjoy and many people is a little 

confusion, but anyhow they are do practicing. They didn't get very, very strong 

experiences personally but this year everybody getting personal experiences. 

Every person, like have very strong, at any time in this year like - boom. It’s 

depending on your practice, confidence, faith, dedication - very important to the 

spirituality. These things makes to you very strongly. Everybody’s happy to do 

that? Happy?  

Students: Yes. (very quietly)  

Swami: Everybody's like saying, like, “Yeah.”  

Jonathan: Very happy.  



Swami: Swami's telling like a, don’t think Swami’s build upping, but one day 

everybody recognize, “Ha, we wasted...” Some people will think, “We wasted our 

time, positively we wasted our time. We are hanging around Swami, he made 

some illusions on us, then he did... Hmmm...” Some people’s thinks, my students, 

“Swami cheated us.”  

Students: No.  

Swami: Cheated means, he’s not making everything properly to show the spiritual 

guidance. I’m telling everything clearly, confidence is very, very important. Faith is 

very, very important and patience is very, very important. Everything happens. 

There is no way to stands without moving, there is a will - there is a way. God is in 

us. God is with us. This is the big temple. He is living in us. We must find him in us, 

inside our heart. He’s not in the church. He’s not in temple. He’s not in the 

mosque. He’s not in the hills. This is the big temple, this body - it is made from 

God.  

The soul is the really, really cosmic energy. It’s the pot of the vessel of the energy. 

If you make the connection which point to connecting to the cosmic, to any soul 

in the universe like your satellite communication goes the waves to connect. You 

can command whole universe from in your room sitting, to control everything to 

fix the illusions to over cross to everything. Just to be, enjoy everybody in the 

deepest silence in your heart as much as you can to enjoy this silence in your 

sight. Like a log in the room, like a log under the tree, like a log anywhere - just 

to enjoying deepest silence. If you got one time… even though if your body, if 

you throw in the market - you can see like Ramakrishna Paramahamsa. Everybody 

heard his name Ramakrishna Parmahamsa? He does the mediation in the market, 

in the fish market. Just he sits like that and he goes in the deep silence - just he 

jumps like dive. You know diving? Like diving in the water.  

Just he goes like this. That is the real happiness. Whole universe is mortal – 

everything, this chair (Swami pounds on the chair) must be one day it must be 

destroy. This building one day must be destroy. That hill one day must be destroy. 

This body one day must be destroy. In the universe there is nothing, nothing is 

coming with us. Whatever we are gaining, the happiness, whatever we are 

arranging the real happiness to the soul - that is only coming with us to, to reach 

the highest cosmic, to reach the highest big light.  

Everybody is like candle’s lights shining the lights. There is a lot of darkness is 



surrounding that. We must probe that darkness to connect the, wherever it came 

from, to the energy, to link it. Sometimes it goes to the light, again the darkness 

comes, again the light comes up, again you are using the light, again it comes 

back, dark is coming - it's temporary, the darkness... Like a sun is shining, the 

cloud comes to the sun. The clouds is permanent there? No. The sun he’s a 

natural, just he’s giving the light. Everybody must have that confident. I said 

confident, “I can do that,” making faith yourself. First, “I can do that,” making on 

faith yourself, “I can do that!” Chhhhhsssst. If you make yourself faith on yourself, 

if you have the confident on your self, that’s it to practice the deep silences. 

When you have the highest deep silence in your heart you can control anything 

in the world, even the wild animal come in front of you, it's ready to attack, with 

your love of the silence, the deepest energy in you, the silence, if you see with 

your eyes, if you think in your heart, “Please control,” it must sit in front of you. 

Even though the tiger - it must be sit in front of you. It means whatever you’re 

rising your soul capacity, soul energy...  

So from the midnight twelve o’clock to up to four am, if you have the time, like 

one or two hours take rest. Lay down, whatever - connect to the Jesus very 

deeply, very strongly. Enjoy the deep silence in your heart. (The call to prayer 

from the mosque just began) You misunderstood Swami? Promise! Promise! She 

didn't say no.  

(The call to prayer continues in the background)  

There is many, many religions on this Earth. Every religion indicates to the love to 

the God. Every religion says to the God, candles is different, flame is one - love. 

Showing the miracles, making the attract, it is nothing. The real energies to 

touching the heart, to touching the soul... Many supernatural saints, they show 

the miracles because of the reason, just to attract to the people to make them to 

sit and to make the listen, just for to listen. Suppose the childrens is crying. I told 

many times - if you have a chocolate, if you give to them, they will listen your 

word. Like my students… If I give any something to them, make satisfied, just 

creating small illusion in front of them they’ll say, “Oooooh, wooooooo.” You're 

done. (Everybody laughing)  

Ramakrishna: You must be talking about me, huh?  

Swami: See you're thinking of yourself, everybody just think yourself, everybody's 

creating themselves, “Whenever Swami's talking to me, to me...” it means 



everyone think that way.  

That’s not the real, real means to create yourself, to create the vibrations, to 

create the deep silence in your heart. I hope in this month I’m going to teach this 

techniques, how to develop the silence, how to create the silence, how to remove 

the disturbance from our mind. How many types of silence is hidden in the 

universe? The silence is also there is many stages - different type of silences is 

there. Which types silence is better to the human beings. The birds, animals they 

enjoying in the midnight times, the animals, the birds - they’re talking certain 

types of the angels in the universe. It means the birds and the animals, especially, 

they have, they have the specially some channels - they can contact to the angels. 

They are producing the very deep silence.  

It means, suppose the deer it is in the forest, it's enjoying the deepest silence, it 

because of to protect their body. Maybe if tiger is coming, you understood? It 

must be listen. It must be listen. Small sound. Like that. (snaps fingers) It must 

attention some sound from there - it creating the deepest consciousness the 

animals and the birds, positively the animals and the birds making to connect to 

the different type of the angels. Who have the really growing the silence in their 

heart, any soul can hear the music of the angels, singing of the angels - first stage 

to listening, second stage to seeing that. Generally human bodies, human form, 

when they’re sitting in the mediation, in the air they can listen, “omkaram, 

Ommmmmmm.” Positively, if you sit in the hall anywhere, very deep silence, after 

little while you can hear this sound of the Ommmmm. Many, many kind of 

formulas, many, many kind of the energy voices is hidden in this cosmic, 

unbelievable messages is in the cosmic, already it is there. It's turn like a different 

forms and it is going. Certain types of the souls, the souls, the body, like animals 

the birds, like the souls connecting...  

Thank you very much for to everybody. Have I made these rooms and future 

making some tents, huge tents, like some hundreds of hundreds of people they 

have no shelter to sleep. The childrens, they are like that, he ask, “I'm make 

everybody sleeping under the cloth tents?”  

So, connecting... You can connect any soul in the universe with the channels of 

the silence. Some persons have the many experiences. If you thought in your 

heart, “Hey, I want to talk to so and so, Babu. I want talk to Mandy.” If I thought 

like that the messages goes to them. They felt like, not Swami thinking, just try to 

talk to Swami. They take the phone, they comes to India, “Hi Swami. How you 



doing?” It is Sankalpa it calls. Sometimes everybody lives one or two experiences, 

definitely it must be happened I think. It’s already happened, the experiences like 

that. If you thought something, it is with you, in front of you sometimes. “Hey, 

just I thought and its there.” It means innerly sometimes the energy just it go - 

ccchhhhhht to make it happen to bring in front of you, without your notice, 

without their notice - happening.  

The silence, if you learn the silence stages, if you can talk from your room to your 

student, if you develop the silence stages like just sit, if you talk - he replies, he 

talks he can hear. Suppose somebody persons have many problems, he came 

with your deep silence energy, “No I'm commanding on his soul, whatever the 

illusions surrounding on him, right now I am healing his body and his soul. Right 

now, by the name of the Jesus, I’m healing his heart. Right now I’m kicking out all 

his depression and stress in his mind. Right now I’m removing his stress in his 

heart, by the name of the Jesus. I’m commanding to the Jesus to heal his body. 

How Jesus come in me to heal this person. I’m calling you with my whole 

heartedly, please Jesus come in my heart. Stand in front of him right now heal his 

body!” Like the world, like coming to you, like very powerfully to pushing, “Get 

out this stress, the negative spirits, depression, the problems. Here is your baby, 

he’s suffering with many, many problems. I thought you forgotten him. Really, 

really I need help to heal his soul.” I'm going to teach, these are all prayers – learn, 

do it. How to command this cosmic energy, how to command the Jesus, how to 

command Shirdi Baba, how to command Swami Kaleshwar I will teach. Take the 

weapons like the guns use it - guns of the spiritual, holy prayers. You practice it. 

Do it. Everybody is like this... what is wrong? No feelings. Everybody sleeping?  

Students: No, wide awake!  

Swami: So practice today, tonight very deeply on the Jesus. Just invite him in your 

body, invite him in your soul. Forever he must stay with you. Just you ask that 

help, then I will teach how to use him, which way to use him. I will teach. Today 

just you ask, “Please come in our heart, in my heart. Stay forever with my soul. 

Please come in my body and you live in my body - my soul doors is open to you.”  

Jonathan: So we are not doing healings for other people, we are just inviting?  

Swami: Why you do other people tonight? You want to heal me?  

Students: Laughter.  



Swami: Today is only for yourself, “My souls doors is open to you. Really, really 

my heart is inviting you to come in my heart. Come sit in my heart.” Inviting. He’s 

coming tonight here. He’s coming tonight here. His discussion is happening with 

Swami.  

So God bless everybody. I bless you. And practice. Don’t waste today time. Enjoy 

yourself in the deep silence and wake up by seven-thirty, eight. Eight o’clock is ok 

for everybody to wake up? Morning I’m going out by eight-thirty, nine o’clock 

and I am coming back to ten am to here again. So everybody must be in the hall 

by nine-thirty, ten when I will be back. Everybody can sit in the one ring. 

Everybody have special dresses? What are they special, saris - green, red, yellow, 

which color?  

Students: Green, red, yellow.  

Swami: Just ladies, if I ask them, they feel very happy. You?  

Student: Rose.  

Swami: Rose, ohhh and you?  

Student: Rose . 

Swami: Good.  

Student: White.  

Swami: My favorite color. Just I thought maybe tomorrow you're not coming 

without any shower, just like that.  

Student: That's it, eh? I’m ready; I’m ready...  

Swami: Don’t make afraid people, ok guys?  

Student: Already my heart is aching. I’m ready.  

Swami: What he saying? Aching? Little pain, yeah? No problem. So everybody is 

sitting in one room or different rooms?  

Clint: Is there one better than another? Would it be better to be in one room?  

Swami: (He assigns students to certain rooms) Is it ok? They’ll come. They’ll hang 



on the walls. Supporting. It is ok, like a few souls to be there? Good energy, 

flowing the energy, flowing the energy. Don’t feel left out both of, just you enjoy. 

Just I thought like that, I separated - you understood Virginia? No problem, you 

do whatever I say?  What's time now guys? Go to everybody your beds, just lay 

down and relax, by exactly twelve I will wake up everybody, then I'll give the 

shaktipat, then I go to my room. Quarter to ten? It means how many minutes you 

have?  

Students: Fifteen.  

Swami: It's like two hours near, near. Just lay down relax - done.  

Students: Thank you Swami.  

Swami: Your welcome. I need some paper and pen. Ok, go enjoy. Go sleep.  

End of Talk 

 


